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Current	Situation
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• No	wide	FoV experiment	to:

– Survey	the	Galactic	Center
– Explore	the	energy	region	of	

100	GeV	:
• Cover	the	gap	between	
satellite	and	ground	based	
observations;

• Trigger	observations	of	
variable	sources	(finder	for	
CTA);

• Detect	extragalactic	
transients/flaring	activity.
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The Energy challenge

Differential	sensitivity	to	steady	
sources	in	one	year



Why low energies are so difficult?
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Number of particles at 100 GeV is quite low!
The large majority are photons 

Mean longitudinal profiles 
100, 500 , 5000 GeV

5200 m a.s.l.

Cumulative LDFs
100, 500 , 5000 GeV
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Crab vs cosmic rays

Event rate (1ox10) above a given energy on a perpendicular surface of 10 000 m2

Rate Signal /Background 

High background ! 



• altitude

• Segmentation

• Detector unit trigger threshold

• Time resolution

• Area

• FoV

• Reliability and good control of systematics

• Standalone operation

• Cost
7

Key factors  



LATTES 
Large	Array	Telescope	for	Tracking	Energetic	Sources
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a b s t r a c t 
Current detectors for Very-High-Energy γ -ray astrophysics are either pointing instruments with a small 
field of view (Cherenkov telescopes), or large field-of-view instruments with relatively large energy 
thresholds (extensive air shower detectors). 
In this article, we propose a new hybrid extensive air shower detector sensitive in an energy region 
starting from about 100 GeV. The detector combines a small water-Cherenkov detector, able to provide a 
calorimetric measurement of shower particles at ground, with resistive plate chambers which contribute 
significantly to the accurate shower geometry reconstruction. 
A full simulation of this detector concept shows that it is able to reach better sensitivity than any previ- 
ous gamma-ray wide field-of-view experiment in the sub-TeV energy region. It is expected to detect with 
a 5 σ significance a source fainter than the Crab Nebula in one year at 100 GeV and, above 1 TeV a source 
as faint as 10% of it. 
As such, this instrument is suited to detect transient phenomena making it a very powerful tool to trigger 
observations of variable sources and to detect transients coupled to gravitational waves and gamma-ray 
bursts. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 

High energy gamma rays are important probes of extreme, non 
thermal, events taking place in the universe. Being neutral, they 
can cover large distances without being deflected by galactic and 
extragalactic magnetic fields. This feature enables the direct study 
of their emission sources. The gamma emission is also connected 
to the acceleration of charged cosmic rays and to the production 
of cosmic neutrinos. Gamma-rays can also signal the existence of 

∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail addresses: ruben@lip.pt (R. Conceição), alessandro.deangelis@pd.infn.it (A. 

De Angelis), shellard@cbpf.br (R. Shellard). 

new physics at the fundamental scales, namely by the annihilation 
or decay of new types of particles, as it is the case for dark matter 
particles in many models. This motivation, associated to the ad- 
vances of technology, has promoted a vigorous program of study 
of high energy gamma rays, with important scientific results (see 
[1–4] for a summary of the main achievements). 

The detected sources of cosmic gamma-rays above 30 MeV are 
concentrated around the disk of the Milky Way; in addition there 
is a set of extragalactic emitters. About 30 0 0 sources emitting 
above 30 MeV were discovered, mostly by the Large Area Tele- 
scope (LAT) detector [5] onboard the Fermi satellite, and some 200 
of them emit as well above 30 GeV [6] (see Fig. 1 ) – the region 
which is labeled the Very High Energy (VHE) region. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2018.02.004 
0927-6505/© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

LATTES sparse array
• Core array 20000 m2

• Total area 100000 m2

• Extend LATTES sensitivity to higher energies (~ 100 TeV);
• Improve sensitivity at low energies (veto hadron showers outside

the core array);

Baseline dimensions : 

Brazil / ITALY/ Portugal/ Czech Republic 
(China) /( Spain) 

Energy	range 50/100	GeV – 100	TeV
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Gamma-ray physics
• Flares and transient sources (GRBs, jets from AGNs …). 
• Extended photon sources  (Galactic Center, Fermi bubbles, …)
• Indirect dark matter (DM) searches. 

Multi-Messenger (astro)physics
• Electromagnetic counterparts of extreme energy phenomena :

– Gravitational Waves.(NS-NS, NS-BH, BH-BH mergers)
– Neutrino bursts 

Cosmic-ray physics
• Electrons + positrons spectra 
• Cosmic rays up to the first “knee”

Science Case See talk
Giovanni la Mura



LATTES concept: an hybrid detector

HAWC

WCDs

ARGO

RPCs

MARTA

WCDs	+	RPCs	

RPCs		:		time	and	spatial	resolution
WCDs:			e.m.	energy,	g/h	discrimination	

and	trigger
10

Pb

RPC

WCD



Gás gap
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Glass

Signal

Multigap
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RPCs

Pick up strips 
or pads



MARTA RPCs

1250 mm

1550 mm

Very low gas flux, outdoor operation

12



MARTA RPCs: assembled unit   
Integrated electronics and HV

13
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60 MARTA RPC units produced and tested at Coimbra

After 8 months operating
at 1 cc/min no undesirable
effects were observed in
the chamber performance,

MARTA RPCs - Lab tests



Tests in the Pampa

HV	scan

Efficient	and	stable	detector

153/2016 2/2017



End-to-end Simulation/Analysis chain
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20000	m2

See talk
Bernardo Tomé 
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Fig. 5. Effective area at trigger level (dashed curves) and after the selection used for 
the shower direction reconstruction (solid curves), for gamma-ray initiated showers. 
No g/h separation cuts were applied to any of the curves. 

Fig. 6. Shower core position reconstruction resolution for gamma-ray primaries as 
a function of the reconstructed energy. 
trigger levels which could built up either by hardware or software. 
These trigger levels can be tuned as a function of the intended 
analysis. The effective area at trigger level, i.e., the integral of the 
surface times the trigger efficiency, is shown in Fig. 5  for gamma- 
ray initiated showers. This plot is shown requiring only the trig- 
ger and applying the analysis quality cuts that will be described 
in the following sections. In particular, the reconstructed shower 
core position is required to be inside the array. The later results 
demonstrates the ability to reach an effective area of ∼ 10 0 0 m 2 
for showers with an energy of 100 GeV. 
5.2. Shower core position reconstruction 

The shower core position is obtained by using the signal 
recorded by the WCD stations applying a strategy similar to the 
one described in [32] . The shower core is obtained by fitting a 2 
dimensional lateral density distribution (LDF) to the WCD data. The 
fitting function parameters were derived using the average gamma 
2D-LDF measured at ground by the WCDs. It was found a rather 
universal behaviour with the shower energy and so the parame- 
ters were fixed at all energies. The initial guess to the 2D-fit, which 
has as free parameters the position ( x c , y c ) and a normalisation, is 
provided by the calculation of the signal barycentre. The procedure 
described above allows to obtain a good reconstruction of the core 
which, as expected, improves as the shower energy increases (see 
Fig. 6 ). At 200 GeV the core resolution is about 20 m, while at 1 TeV 

Fig. 7. Angular resolution for gamma-ray primaries with zenith angle θ = 10 ◦, as 
a function of the reconstructed energy. 
the shower core can be reconstructed with an accuracy better than 
3 m. 
5.3. Shower geometric reconstruction 

The arrival direction of the primary particle can be achieved 
by exploring the arrival time of the shower secondary particles to 
the ground. For this reason, for the shower geometry reconstruc- 
tion, the RPCs pad position and hit time will be used. A time res- 
olution of σt = 1 ns was considered, which can be achieved by 
present RPCs with standard electronics. The shower arrival direc- 
tion is reconstructed assuming a shower front conic model as de- 
scribed in [33] . This model has a parameter for the shower curva- 
ture which was extracted from gamma shower simulations. Again, 
no significative evolution with energy was observed and the used 
parameter is the same for all energies. An iterative fitting process 
is done until the variation in the reconstructed direction in consec- 
utive iterations is smaller than 0.1 degree. As first estimate for the 
fit, the direction obtained by assuming a shower front plane model 
was used. 

In order to improve the angular reconstruction it is required 
that the event has at least 10 active RPC pads. The pad is only 
accepted for the reconstruction if it belongs to a triggered WCD 
station. This cut also reduces the contamination due to low multi- 
plicity accidentals. 

Moreover, late arrival hits were removed through the applica- 
tion of a shower front plane model. Hits with a delay bigger than 
5  ns with respect to the reconstructed shower front are discarded. 
We compare the reconstructed angle with the simulated angle, and 
we calculate the 68% containment angle, α68 . The results as a func- 
tion of the reconstructed energy are shown in Fig. 7  . As expected, 
α68 decreases with the increase of the reconstructed energy reach- 
ing a value of 0.3 degrees at E rec = 1 TeV. A reasonable resolution, 
better than 1.5  °, can be achieved at energies around 100 GeV. 
5.4. Energy estimate 

The shower energy is reconstructed from the total signal, de- 
fined as the sum of the number of photoelectrons in all triggered 
WCD stations. The event is accepted only if the reconstructed core 
is inside the array. A calibration curve is obtained using the pho- 
ton simulation with the Crab spectrum, by plotting the median of 
the generated photon energies in each bin of measured signal, as 
a function of the median of the measured signal (see Fig. 8 , top). 
From this figure it can be seen that a good linearity between sim- 
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Fig. 8. Top: Calibration between simulated energy and WCD signal at ground, for 
photons with a spectral energy distribution as for Crab Nebula. Bottom: Resolution 
in the reconstructed energy, for the same sample of photon-initiated showers. 
ulated energy and total signal can be reached even to energies be- 
low 100 GeV. 

The reconstructed energy follows quite well a log-normal dis- 
tribution as a function of the generated energy. The energy res- 
olution was thus calculated by fitting the distribution of ln ( E / E 0 ) 
with a Gaussian function; the relative resolution is shown in Fig. 8  , 
bottom. The resolution on the reconstructed photon energy de- 
pends both on the detector resolution and on the fluctuations in 
the shower development. 
5.5. Hadron background suppression 

The hybrid configuration of the detector units allows to com- 
bine the background rejection techniques developed by ARGO and 
HAWC [13,15] . ARGO gamma/hadron (g/h) discriminators rely on 
the analysis of patterns at ground. These analyses rely on the use 
of sophisticated tools such as artificial neural networks, which is 
currently out of the scope of this work. However, such analysis 
could be imported to this detector concept, even if the RPC pads 
are bigger than the ARGO one’s. 

Hence, we wish to demonstrate that a good g/h discrimination 
can be achieved using solely the small water-Cherenkov detector. 
Among many observables tested two showed a high potential to 
distinguish between gamma and hadron showers, which we called: 
S high 

40 /S 40 and compactness . 
The first observable is related to the presence of muons or en- 

ergetic sub-showers far away from the shower core (above 40 m) in 
hadronic induced showers, but hardly noticeable in gamma show- 
ers. To get a grip on this quantity, we compute the total signal 
recorded by all WCD stations more than 40 m far from the shower 
core above a given signal threshold, S high 

40 . This quantity, computed 

Fig. 9. Gamma/proton showers selection efficiency as a function of the recon- 
structed energy. Gammas are shown by the red (full) line while protons appear as 
blue (dashed). 

event-by-event, is then divided by the total signal present, in the 
same event, for all WCD stations more than 40 m far from the 
shower core, S 40 . The signal threshold is taken as the signal that 
one single muon would give while crossing one WCD. Proton in- 
duced showers have in average a higher signal far away from the 
shower core, which means that the computed ratio ( S high 

40 /S 40 ) will 
be greater than for gamma primaries. 

The second observable is related to the shower lateral distri- 
bution function (LDF) steepness, which is higher for gamma in- 
duced showers. An average LDF for gamma showers was obtained 
for each reconstructed energy bin. This LDF, with no free param- 
eters except one normalisation factor, is then fit to the event and 
the sum of the difference between the WCD data points and the 
fitted function is used as an estimator for the nature of the pri- 
mary. It is worth noting that, while developed independently, sim- 
ilar g/h discrimination strategies were applied by the HAWC col- 
laboration [32] . 

In order to maximize the discrimination factor the two discrim- 
ination variables were combined using a linear discriminant (Fisher 
analysis). 

The results of this exercise are presented in Fig. 9  . Here, it is 
shown the selection efficiency after applying the gamma/hadron 
cuts. For each energy bin, the cut value of the discriminant vari- 
able was chosen in order to maximize the ratio of the signal (gam- 
mas) over the square root of the background (protons). From this, 
it can be seen that the rejection of protons increases rapidly as the 
shower energy increases, while the gamma selection efficiency re- 
mains above 50%. The calculation of the sensitivity was done using 
a monotonous smoothed curve of Fig. 9  to reduce statistical fluctu- 
ations. The obtained curves for the signal and background efficien- 
cies are within the computed statistical uncertainties. 
5.6. Significance of the Crab signal 

Gamma-initiated events have been selected within the angular 
window defined by the cone with half-aperture equal to the an- 
gular resolution for photons. The cosmic-ray background has been 
calculated for the same window, assuming an isotropic flux. Pro- 
tons are reconstructed with all the analyses procedures developed 
for gammas. For instance, the calibration curve obtained for pho- 
tons is used to derive the event energy either it is a gamma or a 
proton. Due to the limited simulation statistics at the highest ener- 

g/h	discrimination	

See talk
Ruben Conceição 

Performance



Sensitivity
Differential sensitivity to steady sources in one year
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SGSO Alliance: initiated by HAWC scientists 

white book on the science case
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ALTO project :  Linnaeus University (Sweden)

WCDs + scintilators

LATTES : Brasil, Italy, Portugal, Czech  Republic

WCDs + RPCs

We should converge to a single proposal ! 

South Observatory proposals



A wide field of view gamma-ray observatory 
in South America will be built!

• A broad energy range :                                 
From satellites to the highest energies

• Complementarity to:                                     
CTA, IceCube, KM3NET, GW observatories 
(transients, sources variability, extended sources … )

• Build on the experience of successful 
observatories:                                             
Argo, HAWC, Auger, …

• Low maintenance / reasonable cost

Current	Situation

3

• No	wide	FoV experiment	to:

– Survey	the	Galactic	Center
– Explore	the	energy	region	of	

100	GeV	:
• Cover	the	gap	between	
satellite	and	ground	based	
observations;

• Trigger	observations	of	
variable	sources	(finder	for	
CTA);

• Detect	extragalactic	
transients/flaring	activity.
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When? How?
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LATTES Group
• Brazil – CBPF 
• ITALY - Padova and Rome
• Portugal : LIP

• Czech Republic : Institute Physics, Academy of sciences 

• (China: Tsinghua University)
• ( Spain: Granada)



Baseline design : the unit station 

Pb
RPC

WCD

– Resistive	Plates	Chamber
• Sensitive	to	charged	particles
• Good	time	and	spatial	resolution
• Improve	geometric	reconstruction
• Explore	shower	particle	patterns	at	
ground

– Water	Cherenkov	Detector
• Sensitive	to	secondary	photons	 and	
charged	particles

• Measure	energy	flow	at	ground
• Improve	trigger	capability
• Improve	gamma/hadron	discrimination

– Thin	lead	plate	
• To	convert	the	secondary	photons
• Improve	angular		reconstruction

24



Thin lead plate (Pb)
✧ 5.6 mm (one radiation length)

Resistive	Plate	Chambers (RPC)
• 2	RPCs	per	station
• Each	RPC	with	4x4	readout	pads

Water	Cherenkov	Detector (WCD)
• 2	PMTs;	15	cm	diameter	
• inner	walls	covered	with	white	
diffusing	Tyvek

25

Baseline design : the unit station 



Signal-transparent and nice-looking 
acrylic box, 1mm thick covers

Permanently glued 
RPC fits tightly inside
ü good electrode support mechanics
ü excellent HV insulation
ü excellent gas tightness

HV layer, also signal-transparent

3 RPC glasses (2mm soda-lime) 

External pickup electrodes

MARTA RPCs (construction details)

26



Search for North FERMI Bubble 

39 

HAWC  108 transits  

Fermi Bubbles  

LATTES sensitivity region  - very preliminar
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RPCs
• Gaseous	detector	
• Planar	geometry	
• uniform	 electrical	field	imposed.	
• High	 resistive	plates	in	between	the	

electrodes	limit	the	avalanche	
current.	

• Signal	is	picked	up	by	the	induction	
of	the	avalanche	in	the	readout	
pads.

Streamer		mode

Avalanche	mode

Resistive	Plate	Chamber
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